
MICROTEC LM-2 MICROSCOPE PHASE CONTRAST                            INSTRUCTIONS

Before setting adjusting for phase contrast the LM-2 should be first set up and adjusted as indicated on the

 'LM-2 Microscope Instructions' Sheet 

Step 1

Fit the Phase contrast objectives to the objective nosepiece 

Step 2

Ensure the condenser iris

diaphragm is fully open

Slide the condenser phase 

contrast slider into the 

condenser

Two condenser phase ring sliders are available for the Microtec LM-2 microscope 

With outfit code LM-2PHY a condenser slider with annuli for 10x and 40x objectives

With outfit code LM-2PHX a condenser slider with annuli for 20x and 100x objectives 

(Both sliders have a central open position for brightfield observation)

Step 3 Centration of condenser phase ring to objective

Maximum contrast is obtained with green light phase annulus

Insert the green filter supplied as standard 

as indicated Not

Centered Centered

The condenser phase sliders are delivered already centered.

In case adjustment is ever required. Two centering keys are

provided

To view the rings it is necessary to remove an eyepiece and

insert a phase telescope.

Phase Contrast Theory - brief explanation

Phase contrast enables colourless unstained living material to be seen. This is achieved by making visible the

light affected (diffracted) by the specimen. The average biological material seen through a microscope retards the

diffracted light by about 1/4 of a wavelength 
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